Some modular features of temporal cortex in humans as revealed by pathological changes in Alzheimer's disease.
The concept of cortical modularity has surfaced as a generic term that alludes to any grouping or periodicity within the cerebral cortex relating to its neurons and their processes, and the enzymes, transmitters, and metabolic markers associated with them. Some of the best examples of anatomical modularity have been described in primary sensory areas such as the visual and somatosensory koniocortices. Functional examples of modularity abound in these same areas but may or may not have known morphological and chemical correlates. We depart from the traditional methods of cortical neuroanatomical analysis in this report and describe instead pathological alterations in the cortex in Alzheimer's disease. In particular, we focus on the cortex of the hippocampal formation and entorhinal, perirhinal, and anterior inferior temporal cortex and report findings that point toward a modular distribution of pathological changes unique to each of these cortical types. We argue that changes in modular organization as seen in Alzheimer's disease are in all likelihood germane to the abnormal function of each cortical area. These changes at the modular level may lie at the heart of the devastating behavioral breakdown in this illness, which can be severe even with limited pathology.